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	Leading expert physicians and investigators from around the world review the state-of-the-art in the management of squamous cell head and neck cancer, with emphasis on coordinating different treatment modalities. The authors address several surgical issues, including laser-based surgery, larynx preservation approaches, salvage surgery, and neck management after non-operative treatment. They also discuss definitive radiation for larynx cancer, brachytherapy, altered fractionation radiation, intensity modulated radiation therapy, and the importance of tumor hypoxia, as well as the role of chemotherapy in sequential, concurrent, and adjuvant multi-modality treatment schedules. Other topics of special interest include targeted and gene therapies, multimodality management of nasopharyngeal cancer, chemoprevention, toxicity modification, quality of life outcomes, symptom palliation, and epidemiology.
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Mac OS X Leopard QuickStepsMcGraw-Hill, 2008
Step-by-Step, Full-Color Graphics!
Get started using Mac OS X 10.5 Leopard right away--the QuickSteps way. Color screenshots and clear instructions show you how to use all the new and improved features available in...
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Access 2003 VBA Programmer's Reference (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2004
Its power and short learning curve have made Access Microsoft’s leading consumer relational database management system for desktop applications. VBA lets you tap more of that power, responding to application level events, displaying forms and reports, manipulating toolbars, and much more.
In this book, a crack team of programmers...
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Professional ASP.NET MVC 1.0 (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2009
The ASP.NET MVC framework is designed from the ground up with certain core principles in mind-extensibility, testability, and separation of concerns. The framework adds various conventions into the mix to help drive developers into the "Pit of Success," providing for a streamlined development experience that fits the way the web works....
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User-Centered Design Stories: Real-World UCD Case Studies (Interactive Technologies)Morgan Kaufmann, 2007

	Intended for both the student and the practitioner, this is the first user-centered design casebook. It follows the Harvard Case study method, where the reader is placed in the role of the decision-maker in a real-life professional situation. In this book, the reader is asked to perform analysis of dozens of UCD work situations and propose...
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Matrix Computations (Johns Hopkins Studies in the Mathematical Sciences)The Johns Hopkins University, 2012

	The fourth edition of Gene H. Golub and Charles F. Van Loan's classic is an essential reference for computational scientists and engineers in addition to researchers in the numerical linear algebra community. Anyone whose work requires the solution to a matrix problem and an appreciation of its mathematical properties will find this book...
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GNS3 Network Simulation GuidePackt Publishing, 2013

	Acquire a comprehensive knowledge of the GNS3 graphical network simulator, using it to prototype your network without the need for physical routers


	Overview

	
		Develop your knowledge for Cisco certification (CCNA, CCNP, CCIE), using GNS3
	
		Install GNS3 successfully on Windows, Linux, or OS...
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